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Abstract:
The classical system for solar energy with boost converter is used to produce the electrical power with low
generation power and low consumption time and it needs more time for recharging the battery system. However,
this classical system at heavy load is not suitable because of low efficiency for this system. to increase the
system ability, the artificial intelligent based on genetic algorithm GA is applied to solar energy with boost
converter. In this suggested method, the main target of GA is to increase time consumption power and to
decrease the time charging for DC battery. The system is designed and executed by Simulink Matlab and
showed that the results have authority over the old system.
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Introduction:
Fuzzy logic and maximum power point tracking are applied for photovoltaic and solar energy to modified the
system efficiency based on FPGA [1] [2] [3] [4] but the algorithm was slow response due to try and error for
choosing the membership function in fuzzy logic. The DC to DC converter with boost converter is also used for
photovoltaic system [6] [7] [9] [10]. The boost converter and MPPT are applied by many authors to enhance the
system for full cell electric vehicles[11] [12].

Results of method
Genetic algorithms are frequently used to produce excellent answers to enhance and optimize problems by
workers such as mutation, crossover and selection. Therefore, the steps of GA for solar energy are
123456-

Generate random chromosomes which called populations based on voltage and current for solar energy
Compute the fitness function for each chromosome
Generate new chromosomes and compute fitness function for each voltage and current
Select two parents of chromosomes.
Compute the crossover and mutation for voltage and current
Repeat the loop and select final fitness function for voltage and current for solar energy. Figure 1 shows the
random generation for chromosome
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Figure 1: Random generation for chromosome
Figure 2, and 3 show the comparison results for voltage and current respectively between the proposed system
with traditional system. the voltage with red color is highest than the conventional voltage and the current in
proposed system is low which is equalto 30 A while the conventional current is 50 A.

Figure 2: voltage comparison
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Figure 3: current comparison

Conclusion:
The artificial intelligent via GA has the capability to increase the efficiency of system. it can be noted from the
results of this proposed method that the system with GA is more accurate and good performance as compare
with classical method. Finally, GA algorithm is considered the best solution to optimize the voltage and current
for solar energy.
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